
THE LEGEND YACHTS 780 SKYLOUNGE EURO-PACKAGE is a 3-stateroom motor yacht plus crew 
area accommodations and storage aft. Based on the Legend 760, the hull is lengthened to accommodate a tender garage and 
passarelle for quay-side “Med mooring”. The Legend 780 offers owners long range cruising coupled with semi-displacement 
speeds. This is proven hull design that has a successful cruising history and gives their owners excellent visibility, an open galley, 
and increased interior space. Roomy engine spaces, bilge access, bright galley with seating in the country galley contribute to 
comfortable cruising. Also available as a Flybridge Model.  

Legend Yachts are crafted by experienced shipwrights who build the rich interiors with modern styling to create lasting quality. Build 
your Legend 780 Skylounge today and choose your interior styling elements for cabinetry, teak or cherry interior, finishes, fabrics, 
and stone surfaces. Each is cruise-ready with bow/stern thruster, stabilizers, water maker, and electronics as a total package to get 
you out cruising at a great value. Project Management visits are included with each of our deliveries.

LEGEND 780 SKYLOUNGE 
EURO-PACKAGE

ADD YOUR PERSONAL TOUCHES 
Legend Yachts welcomes owner input for custom features or 
layout changes specific to their cruising needs. Examples include 
foredeck seating, additional hull length, and cabinetry design. Each 
Legend yacht is a semi-custom delivery personalized for their 
owners. Have something in mind? Let us know.  

COMPETITIVELY PRICED
As always, Legend Yachts are priced to be very competitive. We 
enjoy what we do and enjoy helping new owners build their dream 
yacht. Give us a call or email to see what model of Cruise-Ready 
Legend yacht is right for you.  

DAVID KANE  

david@baranofyachts.com 
cel l .206.403.7368 
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All specifications and equipment subject to change without notice. Drawings may show owner or dealer installed options. 

This drawing and the information contained herein is and remains the property of President Boat International Co, Ltd. 
Its reproduction in any way for any purpose other than that intended is expressly forbidden.


